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com weeth you', and dived into my car. This was not
according to the plan, but Cupidon took it in good part,
and we set off. Just outside the National Hotel there are
the traffic lights at the end of Gorki Street. The lights
were against us. Nikolai stalled his engine and gazed
at me with a faint smile. c We need a new battery', he said.
The British Embassy is accustomed to the habits of
Russian chauffeurs, who run their batteries down every two
or three weeks, mainly by blowing the horn. So we left
Nikolai to start his car and to pick up a new battery from
the Embassy, and we waited for three-quarters of an hour,
during which time the Chief Agronomist gave us a lecture
on how to increase the yield of potatoes by digging them up,
removing the tubers and replanting the vines, twice during
the season. He quoted some staggering figures. We
were over an hour behind schedule by the time Nikolai
returned. We set off for the farm, fifty miles out of
Moscow. The film star stuck to the Buick.
The Opal drove on ahead of us. Once outside Moscow
there are good open roads, but Nikolai continued to drive
at about twenty miles per hour. I asked him to hurry,
and his only reply was to quote the Russian proverb * tische
yedesh, dalshe budesh ' (he who goes slower fares further).
I explained that we were late, and he replied, * We cannot
go faster. The oil isn't working. There isn't any.5 It
wasn't true, or the car'would have seized up; but the
dashboard indicator was not recording any pressure. At
last we turned off on to the farm road. Like all farm roads
it had an awful surface. Instead of driving steadily through
the mud, Nikolai would wait till he reached a particularly
sticky patch, and then stop his engine, get out, take off his
cap, scratch his iiead, and exclaim * Borjemoil' (my God!).
Then he would race the wheels and we would slide about
helplessly in the mud till we were off again. The last mile
of this trying experience was along the edge of the Moscow
^pver, which lay some eighty feet below the track. We
slithered along this part, tense and silent, not daring to

